HOW TO GET TO YOUR HOTEL
DIVANI CARAVEL

2, Vas. Alexandrou Avenue,
16121 Athens - Greece

Tel. +30 210 7207000
Fax +30 210 7253750
sales@divanicaravel.gr

General:
The hotel has a bus shuttle service to/from Syntagma Square (Constitution Square) to hotel and vice versa. Please consult with our reception Desk for the detailed schedule.

FROM ATHENS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

By Taxi
There is a Taxi Station right outside the arrivals at airport. Ask the driver to get you to CARAVEL hotel. An average cost of the journey on normal traffic is 30 euros and is approx. 30 minutes drive.

By Metro
You take the blue line from the Airport. Get off the train at EVANGELISMOS Station. While in the station, take the left exit towards VAS. SOFIAS street. Walk pass the Hilton hotel (on your left hand side), cross Michalakopoulou Street, continue straight on Vas. Alexandrou Street. You will see DIVANI CARAVEL hotel on your right. If you do not want to walk (approximately 5-7 minutes walk), you may take the 224 bus (the stop is across the metro station exit), and get off at "CARAVEL Bus Stop", right in front of the hotel.

By car
Exit the airport taking Attiki Odos highway following the signs Imittos ring.
Exit right at the Katechaki / Mesogion av. Signs.
Where Katechaki meets Mesogion av. turn left and follow direction to Michalakopoulou av.
Driving down Michalakopoulou av. you will meet Hilton hotel on your right hand side.

At this point, make a left turn into Vas. Alexandrou av. and you will see DIVANI CARAVEL hotel around 100 meters away on number 2, Vas. Alexandrou av.
FROM LARISSIS TRAIN STATION

By Taxi
There is a Taxi Station right outside the Train Station. Ask the driver to get you to CARAVEL hotel. An average cost of the journey on normal traffic is 20 euros and is approx. 20 minutes drive.

By Metro
There is a Metro station at Larissis Station. You take the RED line with direction to AGIOS DIMITRIOS. Change line at SYNTAGMA station and take the BLUE line with direction to Airport. Get off the train at EVANGELISMOS Station. While in the station, take the left exit towards VAS. SOFIAS street. Walk pass the Hilton hotel (on your left hand side), cross Michalakopoulou Street, continue straight on Vas. Alexandrou Street. You will see DIVANI CARAVEL hotel on your right.

If you do not want to walk (approximately 5-7 minutes walk), you may take the 224 bus (the stop is across the metro station exit), and get oof at “CARAVEL Bus Stop”, right in front of the hotel.